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FLEXIBLE “SEE-THRU” P.V.C. SWING DOOR

Swing Door Selection Guide

Type Application Maximum Size  Door Panels

Medium Duty   Pedestrian & non-motorised   3600mm H x 3050mm W    5mm Thick  

Medium Duty   Pedestrian traffic only           2900mm H x 2400mm W    5mm Thick

Heavy Duty    Industrial & fork lift truck       3660mm H x 3050mm W    7mm Thick

Heavy Duty    (Tandem Head) 4200mm H x 3600mm W   7mm Thick 

Note:  single doors are available in both medium and heavy duty types



17INDUSTRIAL DOOR SOLUTIONS. CLEARLY THE BEST

These Flexible “See-Thru” Swing Doors are ideal for 
all industrial and commercial applications including 
factories, food processing plants, transport terminals, 
retail stores, supermarkets, cool stores, meat works, 
hospitals etc.

Manufactured in Australia they offer the most advanced features 
of any flexible door on the market today.

Constructed from tough resilient P.V.C. and a cold drawn steel 
frame, they have proven to be the ideal answer for functional style 
dividers.

Flexible “See-thru” Doors have the advantage of opening with a 
light push of the hand trolley, forklift truck or transport vehicle and 
automatically close after entry.

Despite their great flexibility, they keep out draughts and dust, are 
noiseless in operation and act as a barrier between areas of differ-
ent temperatures. 

Completely clear, 
unrestricted views

Being completely clear, the Flexible “See-
Thru” Swing Doors give an unrestricted 
view of oncoming traffic and, if required, 
can remain open in the 90º position.

Flexible “See-Thru” Swing Door frames 
are a fully welded construction  with no 
rivets or bolts used in the manufacture 
of the frame. Approximately 100mm 
overlap of the panels in the centre and 
unique free-hanging method of framing 
P.V.C. ensures a perfect seal under all 
conditions. No buckling, no tearing, no 
uneven hanging.

Standard finish of the door frames is 
hammertone grey enamel paint.

Optional finish: Hot dipped galvanised 
frames for cool rooms, freezer rooms 
and food preparation areas. Powder 
coating is available on request.

With patented self-closing ball hinges, 
Flexible “See-Thru” Swing Doors are 
adjustable over a wide range of closing 
pressures. Doors will remain open in a 
90º position if required and will close 
under a light push.

For door openings where the height 
exceeds 3600mm (max. height of heavy 
duty doors) a see-thru gravity flap can 
be installed above the swing doors to 
provide a more economical solution. 
Where the width of the door opening 
exceeds 3000mm a tandem heavy duty 
type swing door is required.

opaque finish option

FLEXIBLE “SEE-THRU” P.V.C. SWING DOOR
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“SEE-THRU” SWING DOOR SPARE PARTS

Flexible ‘See-Thru’ Spare Parts

LOWER HINGE WELD IN BRACKET

WELD IN ANGLE

BASE PLATE

STAY OPEN ROLLING PIECE

BOLT

COMPLETE LOWER HINGE SPACERS

SPRING SIZE 1, 2 OR 3

SHOULDER SCREW WASHER

PRISM

14MM WASHER

COMPLETE TOP HINGE

SHOULDER SCREW

PLUNGER

STAY CLOSED ROLLING PIECE


